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Co-operation between ECA and OAU in connection with

the establishment of the African Economic Community



INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to resolution AHG/179(XXV) of the Assembly of Heads

of State and Government of the Organization of the

(OAU) requesting the OAU, ECA and ADB to provide as a Joint
Scretariat to the OAU Permanent Steering Committee whatever

i:55^
process. In this regard , the Joint Scretariat has
L meetings of the OAU Permanent Steering Committee between

1988 and June 1991. Since the signing of the Treaty
the African Economic Community (AEC) and pending its

ntry into Lee , the Joint Secretariat has '""^^
programme for the earliest operationalization of the AEC along

the following lines.

This work has already started and some draft protocols are

ready for consideration by the OAU Permanent steering Committee

Protocol on relationship between the AEC and the
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preliminary drafts etc
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This is the Mjor assignment of the AEC during the first phase

of its operations which will determine its future success or

failure. Indeed, the current state of subregional economxc

integration does not constitute a sound foundatxon for the take
H te AEC xn view of weaknesses already identified

the basis of further studies to be conducted, it xs envisaged to
assist the subregional economic groupings in the following non

exclusive areas:

- formulation of common policies in key sectors leading to

sectoral integration: physical integration ( intercon-
nection of transport networks ), setting up of xntegrated

subregional production sectors, implementatxon of a trade

liberalization scheme. This can be done but wxthxn the
framework of a comprehensive and coherent programme;

- setting up of self-financing mechanisms for enhancing

economic integration process in Africa. Africa's

disappointing achievements in the field of economxc

integration is partly due to the quasi-absence of such

Mechanisms which would have made the economic *'«^ ^
reliant on annual contributions of their Member States whxch

are paid with more and more difficulty, and would have

enabled them to launch such much needed activitxes as

feasibility studies .

The foregoing may be part of the initial work programme of the
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of exchange rate
mechanisms, are being studied

The same applies by and Xarge to «» ^
subregion. This means that, once operatxonal the AEC

that effect.

clearly defined distribution of tasks among
exists no
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joint Scretariat

so far, each organization has used its own resources to carry

out various activities within ^^S^U

usel by the Joint
the member organizaations

Secretariat, which wouXd supplement those of

iii



three organizations and be given the sole label of the Joint

Secretariat.

Additionally, each member organization would designate a focal

point for all matters relating to the Joint Secretariat.

*> institu<H"na1ization "f the Jl=>int

ECA believes that the Joint Scretariat should be

institutionalized by pooling together some resources of the three

institutions. The role of this renovated Joint Secretariat will

be to: ....
- mobilize all necessary resources of the threee institutions

towards the speedy implementation of the Treaty and

Protocols of the AEC;

- co-ordinate the activities of the three institutions for the

establishemnt and successful operation of the AEC;

- be the think tank of the AEC which would provide innovative

ideas to the the continental integration process.

CONCLUSION

The co-operation between the OAU and ECA has gained momentum

since the establishemnt of the Joint OAU/ECA/ADB Secretariat.

This co-operation has greatly benefitted the process which has

led to the establishment of the African Economic Community. There

is however, room for improvement and the three organizations

must create mechanisms which can enable them to best serve the

newly established African Economic Community.


